FIXED INCOME BOND INVESTMENT
C H O I C E O F R E T U R N S - Q U A R T E R LY O R C O M P O U N D
This Information Memorandum is dated 1st June 2021. Copyright Urban Village Cap 1 Limited. All rights reserved.

K E Y I N F O R M AT I O N - R I S K W A R N I N G
The content of this document has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Reliance on this promotion for the purposes of engaging
in any investment activity may expose an individual to significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets involved.

UV CAP 1 LIMITED
This document is exempt from the general restriction in
section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
on the communication of invitations or inducements to
engage in investment activity on the ground that it is made to
‘investment professionals’ within the meaning of Article 19 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act (Financial Promotion)
Order 2005 (FinProm); persons believed on reasonable grounds
to be ‘certified high net worth individuals’ within the meaning
of Article 48 FinProm; persons who are ‘certified sophisticated
investors’ within the meaning of Article 50 FinProm; and
persons who are ‘self certified sophisticated investors’ within
the meaning of Article 50A FinProm.
If you are in any doubt about the contents of this document,
you are strongly recommended to consult a person authorised
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”)
to give advice in relation to investment in equity and debt
securities issued by unquoted single companies. An investment
in Urban Village Cap1 Limited (“Urban Village Cap1”, the
“Company”) will not be suitable for all recipients of this
Information Memorandum (“IM”).
The purpose of this IM is to provide information to named
individuals who have expressed an interest in the possibility of
subscribing for Urban Village Cap1 Fixed Rate Bonds (“Bonds”)
issued by the Company and, as such, provides details of a
private offer to those individuals.

An Application Form to subscribe for Bonds will only be
provided to persons:
(A) whom the directors of the Company believe to be either
(i) certified as a ‘high net worth investor’, (ii) certified as a
‘sophisticated investor’, or (iii) self-certified as a ‘sophisticated
investor’, in each case in accordance with the Financial Conduct
Authority’s (FCA) Conduct of Business Sourcebook (COBS),
Chapter 4.7; or
(B) who are pension fund trustees investing pension money
where the beneficiary of the pension would otherwise be
entitled to invest in accordance with the terms of this invitation
(referred to herein as “Potentially Eligible Investors”).
Any investment to which this document relates is available only
to such persons and other classes of person noted above and
any other person and other class of person should not rely on
this document.
Potentially eligible investors should consider carefully whether
an investment in Bonds is suitable for them in the light of
their personal circumstances and the risk factors noted on
pages 36-39 of the Information Memorandum. The Bonds
are a secured debt of the Company and they may not be a
suitable investment for all recipients of this IM. Bonds are
not transferable or negotiable on the capital markets, and no

application is to be made for Bonds to be admitted to listing
or trading on any market. Investment in an unquoted security
of this nature, being an illiquid investment, is speculative,
involving a high degree of risk.
It will not be possible to sell or realise Bonds before they
mature or to obtain reliable information about the risks to
which they are exposed. There is no certainty or guarantee that
the Issuer will be able to repay the Bonds. This document is
confidential and is being supplied solely for the information of
the intended recipient and may not be used, disclosed, copied,
reproduced, published, or further distributed to any other
person in whole or in part, for any purpose.
Nothing in this document shall be construed as the giving of
investment advice by the Company or any other person. If you
are in any doubt as to whether to invest in the Bonds described
herein, you should consult an independent financial adviser
(“IFA”) who is qualified to advise on investments of this nature.
The financial illustrations in this IM are purely illustrative and
does not constitute by the Directors of the Company or advisers
an accurate forecast of what may arise.
This IM does not constitute a prospectus to which the
Prospectus Rules of the FCA apply. Therefore, this IM has
not been approved by the Financial Conduct Authority or any
other regulatory body. You should ensure that you have read

and understood all of this IM before taking steps to apply for
Bonds.
This IM does not purport to be all-inclusive or necessarily
contain all the information that a prospective Investor may
desire in investigating the Company. The IM may be subject
to revision or amendment. This IM is not intended to form the
sole basis of any investment decision by a prospective Investor.
Interested parties should carry out their own investigations
and analysis of the IM and of the data referred to in the IM and
should consult their own advisers before proceeding with any
investment in the Company.
The distribution of this IM in certain jurisdictions may be
restricted by law and therefore persons into whose possession
this document comes should inform themselves about and
observe any such restrictions. Any such distribution could
result in a violation of the law of such jurisdictions. The
information in this document is provided on a confidential
basis.
This Information Memorandum is dated 1st June 2021.
Copyright Urban Village Cap1 Limited. All rights reserved.

WHO ARE URBAN VILLAGE

WHO ARE URBAN VILLAGE
INTRODUCTION

WHO CAN INVEST

Urban Village Group is a specialist real estate developer, owner and
manager. We are dedicated to sourcing, designing, constructing
and operating developments that minimise risk, while maximising
returns. Our management team has many decades of experience in
property and finance. We have a proven track record of delivering
high-quality developments in the office, student accommodation,
care and private rented (“PRS”) sectors. Our portfolio of completed
projects stretches across strategic UK locations, which we select for
their potential for economic growth, investment and regeneration.

Investors must self certify to be eligible to invest;

We generate funding to finance developments that meet our
stringent investment criteria. Funding comes from a range of
sources, including Bond instruments, listed bonds and public
listings. By creating opportunities tailored to their requirements, we
have established long-term partnerships with both institutions and
private investors.
Our aim is to deliver returns for investors that consistently
outperform the market. Over the last six years, we have repaid in
excess of £241m of funding to investors. We retain the majority of
our diverse portfolio of developments on completion, which means
we are asset backed and incentivised to take a long-term view.
Our pipeline ranges from projects in the early stages of planning
through to construction and practical completion. These assets are
held within the Urban Village Group structure, which is owned by
Nick Selman’s’ company, Res Capitis Holdings Limited. Res Capitis
Holdings is the ultimate owner Urban Village Group, UV Capital, UV
Cap1 and all other subsidiaries companies. All assets of UV Cap1 are
held within this structure.

(a) whom the directors of the Company believe to be either
i. certified as a ‘high net worth investor’,
ii. certified as a ‘sophisticated investor’,
iii. self-certified as a ‘sophisticated investor’, in each case in
accordance with the relevant sections of FinProm.
(b) who are pension fund trustees investing pension money where
the beneficiary of the pension would otherwise be entitled to invest
in accordance with the terms of this invitation, (referred to herein as
“Potentially Eligible Investors”).

MANAGING RISK
Urban Village Groups strategy is to acquire sites, below market
value, where we can add value by developing.
Every site passes stringent assessment for feasibility, scope and
headroom for development.
We only consider sites where we are assured of a return on our
investment for both our investors and UVG.

MANAGEMENT TEAM

NICK SELLMAN

PETER STEER

JAMIE SELLMAN

As an experienced property developer with a specific focus on
urban regeneration, Nick has been responsible for a series of
redevelopment schemes in strategic locations across the UK.
Specialising in the student, residential, PRS, office and care
sectors, Nick has a proven track record of delivering high quality
developments in locations with increasing economic growth,
investment and regeneration. A range of such schemes has now
been rolled out in key locations across the West Midlands and
the South East. Through his extensive connections and wider
partnerships, he has become a specialist in sourcing strategic
development opportunities, and delivering quality construction
programmes. Nick likes to keep the majority of the developments as
an income-based strategy and held within his holding company of
Res Capitis Holdings Limited.

Peter is a chartered accountant and former management
consultant, with senior-level experience in finance, organisational
development, strategic planning, business planning, risk
management, process re-engineering and general management
across a wide-range of sectors. Following a number of years
with PwC Consulting, he formed his own niche consultancy,
PSConsulting, in 2002. From 2014 he was finance director for a
niche London-based developer, Generator Group, leading the
finance, legal, HR and administration functions through a period
of significant growth. He supported major structural advances
and secured equity and debt funding for a range of property
development projects totalling over £60 million, while reorganising
and expanding the finance team to incorporate new roles and
functions.

Jamie’s extensive experience stems from building services,
master planning and large scale infrastructure projects. He has
over 15 years’ experience in the construction industry where he
has been responsible for delivering multi-disciplined projects in
the university, residential and health care sectors, from concept
through to design, construction and completion. as well as bringing
a wealth of knowledge to the design and implementation processes,
Jamie also has extensive experience of analysing and assessing the
financials of all projects. Consequently he has played a pivotal role
in delivering over 2,000 residential units across PRS, build-to-sell
and student schemes.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

FINANCE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MANAGEMENT TEAM

ADAM FAULKNER

MARTYN DREW

JENNY LOYNTON

Adam is an experienced finance professional with an investment
banking background, qualifying as a member of the Chartered
Institute for Securities and Investments (CISI) and assisting in the
execution of a multitude of successful fundraising and capital
transactions, including IPOs and M&A. He subsequently established
his own consultancy, offering business development strategies to
SMEs within the property sector, utilising his extensive industry
network to source the most effective and appropriate funding
partners, which typically include challenger banks, family offices
and high net worth individuals. To date, Adam has helped his clients
secure combined funding alternatives of circa £300m.

An experienced investment director, currently studying with CISI
to gain further qualifications. Extensive experience in the direct
investment world of property, both private and commercial,
raising funds through a large network of introducers across the UK.
Martyn has a background in hotel management and ran several
hospitality businesses prior to moving into the commercial world
and investments. Through an extensive network, Martyn has built
relationships from individual investors through to Accountancy
networks, Family offices and Financial advisors.

As owner of law firm, Loynton & Co Solicitors, Jenny has established
a reputation as one of the Midlands’ top lawyers. While an equity
partner at Garner, Canning & Co Solicitors, she set up a branch office
within the Wing Yip Business Centre in Birmingham, serving the
Chinese community. She left the partnership to establish her own
business and has gone on to gain recognition for her considerable
commercial skills, being nominated for Business Woman of the
Year in 2017. Jenny is an avid supporter of several charities and
is a former governor of Birmingham City University, a governor of
Bromsgrove School and is on the board of the Ikon Gallery. In 2010,
she was appointed Her Majesty’s Deputy Lieutenant of and for the
West Midlands.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

INVESTMENT DIRECTOR

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CO R P O R AT E ST R U CT U R E
The diagram below shows the corporate structure of the issuing corporate vehicle,
Urban Village Cap1 Limited and its parent companies.

Res Capits Holding Ltd.

JAX Holding Ltd.

Co. no. 12105984

Co. no. 09848553

50%

50%

100%
Urban Village Capital Ltd.

Urban Village Cap1 Ltd.

Co. no. 10323661

Co. no. 11602869

COMPLETED PROJECTS
EQUIPOINT

OLD ART SCHOOL

A key redevelopment of a landmark scheme situated equidistant to Birmingham City Centre, the NEC and
Birmingham Airport.

Completed in January 2020, The Old Art School is a Georgian-style building constructed in the early 20th century, now
housing five two-bedroom and seven one-bedroom apartments over four floors.

This 10 story scheme features the creation of a mixture of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments let to Birmingham’s ‘key’
workforce. The location also marks the mainline stop for the ‘high speed rail connection’, which will create a shuttle
directly linking to the new HS2 station nearby. The scheme should eventually oversee the formation of 410 residential
apartments with associated ‘on site’ services.

The attractive Grade II listed building sits within Sutton Coldfield’s Anchorage Road Conservation Area, with
its character features retained, bringing life back to this historic building which was vacant for some time. The
development is in a fantastic location of Sutton Coldfield, in between BMet College and Bishop Vesey Grammar
school and within walking distance from the train station and town centre.

BIRMINGHAM

SUTTON COLDFIELD

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

VA LUAT I O N

VA LUAT I O N

UNITS

UNITS

£16,702,625

£38,022,118

247

£900,000

£3,400,000
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
KNIGHTS HOUSE

RINGWAY HOUSE

A landmark building situated within Birmingham’s affluent borough of Sutton Coldfield.

Commencing in 2019, this prominent building is situated in the heart of Coventry city centre’s bustling student
quarter.

SUTTON COLDFIELD

COVENTRY

This scheme concluded redevelopment within 2019 and features a complete renovation of the building to create a
mixture of 1 and 2 bedroom units let to professional tenants.
Featuring views over leafy Sutton Park, the property also features secure parking.

Providing a mixture of studio units and 5 bedroom apartments, the scheme is centred around a courtyard providing
students with a range of on site facilities including study areas, gym, games room and laundry.
The scheme is managed by one of the UK’s leading student operators.

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

VA LUAT I O N

VA LUAT I O N

UNITS

UNITS

£6,000,000

£13,170,000

63

£4,809,000

£11,000,000

94

UV CAP 1 LIMITED

FUTURE PROJECTS
PBSA

CARE HOME

The site is strategically located in the heart of the city’s student district, within walking distance of great amenities
and the local university campus.

The property is within walking distance of Erdington Town Centre which is home to a number of national occupiers.
Gravelly Hill North A5127 is the main route linking the city centre to Erdington and Sutton Coldfield.

The site has permission to provide 321 new build student residences, incorporating all necessary facilities for the
modern-day, high specification student lifestyles. The site will provide a tranquil atmosphere perfect for studying,
whilst is central location will allow students to take advantage of what the city has to offer.

To be developed into a new purpose-built care scheme for senior living . The interior will feature 70 ensuite bedrooms
(all minimum 20m.), several communal facilities such as lounge, hairdressers and a gym, with associated parking and
gardens.

CAMBRIDGE

BIRMINGHAM

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

VA LUAT I O N

VA LUAT I O N

UNITS

UNITS

£17,000,000

£44,250,000

321

£4,800,000

£10,500,000

70

FUTURE PROJECTS
PRS

SUPPORTED LIVING

A riverside development located in the historic town of Colchester, located with close proximity of the town centre
and mainline railway station. Within easy rail commuting distance from London, the location is also close to the A12,
A14 and M25 routes and London Stansted Airport.

To be re-developed into a new purpose built care scheme for supported living,. The interior will feature 18 ensuite
apartments with communal areas and associated parking.

COLCHESTER

BIRMINGHAM

Comprising 89 residential apartments including a mix of studio, one, two and three bedroom apartments, further
proposals would double the number of dwellings and introduce commercial, retail and further landscaping additions
to the scheme.

The property is situated on the edge of Rugeley town centre being directly opposite the Police Station and next to
the post office with a prominent frontage to Anson Street (B5013). There are a variety of amenities locally including
shops, state-of-the-art health centre, indoor & outdoor market, theatre and leisure facilities.

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

VA LUAT I O N

VA LUAT I O N

UNITS

UNITS

£17,000,000

£44,250,000

89

£1,124,000

£3,042,000
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INVESTMENT & RETURNS

SUMMARY
UV CAP 1 BONDS (SERIES 3) INVESTMENT
- Raising £10,000,000 through Bond investment
- Minimum investment is £10,000/€10,000/$10,000
- Choice of compound or quarterly returns
- 5 year full term, with optional early redemption at each anniversary
- Corporate Guarantee by Urban Village Group
- Security trustee with a fixed and floating charge across all assets

UV CAP 1 RETURNS
TOTAL ANNUAL
INTEREST

TOTAL REDEMPTION
FIGURE

£12,000

£12,000

£112,000

£13,440

£13,440

£125,440

12%

£15,053

£15,053

£140,493

12%

£16,859

£16,859

£157,352

£24,882

£182,234

YEAR

COMPOUND %

BONUS %

1

12%

2

12%

3
4
5

12%

6%

YEAR

QUARTER %

BONUS %

1
2

COMPOUND

BONUS

£6,000.00

£18,882
QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

9%

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£9,000

9%

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£9,000

3

9%

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£9,000

4

9%

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£9,000

5

9%

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

£2,250

6%

Figures based on an investment of £100,000.00

BONUS

TOTAL ANNUAL
INTEREST

QUARTER 1

£6,000

£15,000

CAPITAL PROTECTION
An important element of the Urban Village Capital Property Bond, is
security. The Bonds are described as “asset backed” as they are backed by
(i.e. secured against) the loans made by the Company to development SPV’s
which themselves own property assets. Consequently should the borrower
(Urban Village Cap1) be unable or unwilling to repay the Bonds, the Security
Trustee could step in and those loans could be called, and ultimately
properties sold, in order to provide funds to try to repay the Bonds.
In addion to this, there is a Corporate Guarantee, by Res Capitis Holdings
Limited. Therefore, the example assets shown on page 34 of the 2021 Urban
Village Capital Investment Memorandum are held in subsidiaries of RCH,
as will new developments going forward. Consequently, it is RCH which
provides the Corporate Guarantee which supports the Bond issue, so that
invested funds are covered by the potential for RCH to either sell assets or
provide funds to UVCap1 should the need arise.
A legal fixed and floating charge over the assets of UV Cap 1 Limited,
including loans to and interests in subsidiary development SPVs, is held
by the Security Trustee and registered at Companies House. In addition,
the holding companies of Urban Village Capital Limited have provided a
corporate guarantee for the purpose of providing credit support to the
Company for the Company’s obligations under the Bond Instrument.
This guarantee will not expire until the earlier of (a) the redemption in
full of all Bonds outstanding under the offer or (b) the provision of an
independent valuation of the Company’s net assets from an RICS accredited
valuer, which provides confirmation, acceptable to the Security Trustee,
that the Company’s assets are greater than its liabilities outstanding under
the Bonds.

ASSETS & LIABILITIES
COMPANY NAME

ASSET

OWNERSHIP

VALUE

LOAN

RENTAL INCOME
(GROSS PER ANNUM)

Rowley Properties Limited
(09823840)

Tomlinson House, 329 Tyburn Road, Erdington,
B24 8HJ

100%

£4,180,000

£ 2,871,000

£220,620

Master Developments Limited
(09438297)

Threadneedle House, Alcester St, Redditch,
B98 8AJ

50%

£7,200,000

£5,049,862

£383,748

Knights House Developments
Limited (10285671)

Knights House, The Parade, Sutton Coldfield,
B72 1PD

100%

£13,667,143

£9,657,500

£641,796

Equinox Developments Limited
(10520281)

Equinox House, 80 Burleys Way, Leicester,
LE1 3BE

50%

£9,750,000

£6,072,000

£553,880

Lombard House Developments
Limited (09867332)

Lombard House, 21 Lombard St, Lichfield,
WS13 6DS

100%

£4,010,000

£2,757,500

£143,545

Equipoint Developments Limited
(10999750)

Equipoint, Coventry Road, Birmingham,
B25 8AD

50%

£38,022,118

£29,190,040

£2,615,046

Maltings Developments BoT
Limited (10795266)

The Maltings, Wetmore Road, Burton on Trent,
DE14 1SE

50%

£1,895,000

£1,721,758

Not Trading

Moat House Investments Sutton
Coldfield Limited (11774157)

Moat House & Stables, Lichfield Road,
Sutton Coldfield, B74 2NJ

50%

£1,855,000

£1,200,000

£90,892

Ringway House Developments
Limited (11034084)

Ringway House, Hill Street, Coventry,
CV1 4AN

100%

£11,040,000

£7,843,920

£763,107

Arden House Developments
Limited (09854472)

Arden House, 1102 Warwick Road,
B27 6BH

100%

£4,560,000

£3,262,500

£263,220

Four Oaks House Developments
Ltd Jax Holdings (10836748)

Four Oaks House, 160 Lichfield Road,
B74 2TZ

50%

£13,895,000

£10,100,000

£650,117

£110,074,261

£79,726,080

£6,325,971

Value of assets is € 128m / $155m (correct on 3rd June 2021).
Rental Valuation is €7,349,519 / $8,907,416
*All values have been determined from independent valuations.
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